The efficiency of information retrieval (IR) algorithms has always been of interest to researchers at the computer science end of the IR field, and index compression techniques, intersection and ranking algorithms, and pruning mechanisms have been a constant feature of IR conferences and journals over many years. Efficiency is also of serious economic concern to operators of commercial web search engines, where a cluster of a thousand or more computers might participate in processing a single query, and where such clusters of machines might be replicated hundreds of times to handle the query load (Dean 2009). In this environment even relatively small improvements in query processing efficiency could potentially save tens of millions of dollars per year in terms of hardware and energy costs, and at the same time significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Ultimately it is the end-users who benefit most from efficient IR algorithms, through more up-to-date information, through ''instant'' query response, and through the deployment of sophisticated algorithms which would not be practical without efficient implementations.
While it is clear that industry has a strong motivation to work on efficient IR algorithms, academic research also continues to have an important role to play, communicating new efficiency ideas and presenting careful analyses of methods which may be known in industry but not thoroughly explored. In this context we present here five academic papers under the heading of ''Efficiency in Information Retrieval''. These five papers were selected from a pool of twenty-one that were submitted in response to a Call for Papers that was circulated in December 2015, with submissions closing in April 2016. Expert referees were then invited to read those papers, with all paper authors ''blinded'' to the identity of their reviewers. Iterations of revision and further review then led to the five papers selected to appear in this issue. In the remainder of this introduction, we briefly introduce the five papers. Tolosa et al. (2017) introduce the integrated cache, a static cache that stores both individual postings lists and bigram intersections of postings lists. They provide an algorithm to re-write queries to take advantage of this cache and show that this provides a speed improvement over previous strategies. Compressed and uncompressed caches are examined, and several strategies for populating the static cache are tested. Lin and Trotman (2017) provide an investigation into the effect of compression in a score-at-a-time search engine. Their analysis of current CPU architectures suggests that (even though the postings lists are likely to be longer) a small speed improvement is seen if no compression is used. They test against several codecs including those coded with SIMD instructions, and those with and without difference encoding. Kim et al. (2017) present a simulation-based investigation of selective search (topical sharding) under a number of different hardware configurations. They examine the Rank-S and Taily algorithms as well as allocation of resources to machines using random distribution and query-log based approaches. Their work, using large query logs, provides new insights into the relative efficiency of selective search compared to exhaustive random sharding, how to distribute those shards across machines, and yields details of trade-offs possible between throughput and latency constraints. Gagie et al. (2017) examine indexing for repetitive collections. Their work includes effective compression techniques, methods for top-k retrieval and identifying the number of documents containing a given string. They also show how to perform ranked conjunctive and ranked disjunctive search using tf Â idf relevance ranking.
Finally, Daoud et al. (2017) introduce Waves, a new approach for storing and intersecting postings lists in order to compute top-k results. They use a multi-tier index and examine documents in a given tier before moving on to the next. Waves outperforms several variants of the BlockMaxWAND both with and without document id reassignment.
We hope that you will enjoy reading these five papers, and join with us in agreeing that efficiency in IR is a critically important topic which continues to offer the prospect of both exciting research opportunities, and also widespread commercial and social benefit.
